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Abstract. 1 Reducing the time that a user has to occupy resources for
completing cloud tasks can improve cloud eﬃciency and lower user cost.
Such a time, called cloud time, consists of cloud deployment time and
application running time. In this work we design jump-start cloud, under
which an eﬃcient cloud deployment scheme is proposed for minimizing
cloud time. In particular, VM cloning based on disk image sharing has
been implemented for fast VM and application deployment. For applications with heavy disk visits, the post-deployment quality of service
(QoS) may suﬀer from image sharing and consequently, application running time will increase. To solve this problem, diﬀerent image distribution
schemes have been designed. We test jump-start cloud through a Hadoop
based benchmark and MapReduce applications. Experiment studies show
that our design saves application installation time and meanwhile, keeps
application running time reasonably low, thus makes cloud time shorter.

1

Introduction

Cloud [1] [2] [3] has been looked as a natural evolvement for data center (DC)
so that resources such as CPU, memory, storage, and IO/network in a DC can
be dynamically and ﬂexibly grouped or allocated, to serve clients with diﬀerent
service level agreement (SLA). Virtualization [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] has been looked
as a de facto management technology because of the speed, ﬂexibility and agility
it brings to cloud resource management. Providing resources in terms of virtual
machines (VMs), it is easy to assign an application with a set of quantitatively
measurable resources, e.g., a number of VMs where each VM has an assigned
CPU slots (VCPU) and an amount of memory. As applications and OS are
bundled into VM images, virtualization enables users to run their applications
with a supporting OS of their choice, giving users the exposure to system-level
1
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capabilities, as provided by OpenCirrus open cloud testbed [10]. This is oppose
to applications that only get access to higher level programming primitives as
speciﬁed by Google AppEngine [11] and Microsoft Windows Azure [12].
Deploying and launching a VM-based user cloud application on top of a cloud
infrastructure in general involves the following steps. First, a VM image mainly
consisted of the targeted OS and user applications is compiled and then uploaded to a VM image repository within the cloud infrastructure. Then a number of VM’s are launched on a set of DC physical hosts. Finally, application
environments (IP, hostname, etc.) are conﬁgured and target applications are
deployed.
It is desired that a cloud can jump-start, i.e., a cloud can be deployed and
ready in short time. We think cloud jump-start time, in this work deﬁned as the
overall time that a cloud application is deployed and becomes functioning under
desired QoS, should be fast for improving cloud infrastructure services for the
following reasons:
1. One of the most important goals for cloud service providers is to make quick
response to clients’ resource requests and provide clients with applications
running in desired states as soon as possible.
2. Even during the deployment time the resources reserved for a cloud application cannot be used by any other applications, which means a kind of
resource waste. Making clouds jump-start can signiﬁcantly improve cloud
resource eﬃciency because a cloud normally serves thousands of users.
3. Users are usually billed based on the amount of cloud resource requested and
the length of time to occupy such resource. The overall time that a cloud
application occupies the resources needed, which we call cloud time, then is
an important criteria for measuring, e.g., non long-lasting cloud services. It
is to the interests of users to reduce cloud jump-start time for minimizing
cloud time, unless the prompt cloud deployment results in a much longer
application execution time.
4. Reducing cloud jump-start time helps improve cloud service availability. Various system software and hardware failures or software patches may require
the entire cloud to shut down and restart. Faster jump-start time will help
reduce system downtime and improve cloud availability.
Reducing cloud jump-start time has become a research challenge, especially for
virtual cloud environment that normally involves a distributed system consisted
of a large number of VMs. Having a virtual cloud environment ready requires
many VMs deployed with a complex conﬁguration setting, thus leading to challenges for both VM deployment and application environment setup. For example,
it takes Amazon Elastic MapReduce [13] about 4 minutes to deploy a Hadoop
cluster [14] with 20 VMs.
We propose using VM cloning to reduce VM installation time, thus to achieve
a shorter jump-start time. A small-sized memory state ﬁle is generated from a
suspending VM and distributed. Upon receiving the memory state ﬁle a VM can
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be resumed in a short time. The base image is shared in an image server, e.g.
a NFS server, and VMs fetch extra data from the base image on-demand, e.g.,
through leveraging remote disk image access techniques that have been widely
used in VM migrations [15] [16] [17] [18] [19].
A design issue not clearly addressed by previous cloning works such as [20]
[21] [22], is how to diﬀerentiate cloned VMs. cloning from the memory state
can only generate identical VMs. These VMs can not start working immediately
before their memory states for MAC/IP addresses and the roles they play in the
cloud application are assigned.
Another design issue not addressed previously, which we think even more
important, is how to guarantee application post-deployment QoS. The QoS may
suﬀer from VM cloning when there are a large number of live VMs sharing the
same disk image, and for each VM disk image access is frequent. The disk IO
for accessing the image then can be crammed, which leads to a long delay for
image data fetch. The delay may cause application interruption and bad user
experience for real-time applications, or a longer task accomplishment time for
result-oriented applications.
We design and evaluate a comprehensive jump-start cloud deployment framework that considers all of the above issues. We implement VM cloning for fast
VM launching, design speciﬁc dameon for VM diﬀerentiation and the consequent
application deployment, and propose diﬀerent disk image distribution methods
for meeting post-deployment cloud QoS. We focus on non long-lasting VM-based
Hadoop applications, and consider major QoS as how soon a cloud task is accomplished. The evaluation criteria then becomes cloud time, which is composed of
jump-start time and application running time. The research methodology, however, can be applied to exploring how the proposed framework works for longlasting applications, by investigating intermediate stages of applications instead.
In summary, our major contributions are as follows:
– We design jump-start cloud deployment framework that balances deployment time and post-deployment QoS. In this framework a KVM fast cloud
application installation scheme is a designed. The scheme clones VMs upon
memory state ﬁle, diﬀerentiates VMs through post VM conﬁgurations, and
installs application through VM meta-data. Depending on application image
access patterns, diﬀerent image distribution schemes are designed to solve
image access bottleneck problem.
– We identify cloud jump-start time as a critical parameter for cloud service measurement, and propose using cloud time that consists of cloud jump-start time
and application running time for measuring non long-lasting applications.
– We design a Hadoop [14] cloud application benchmark. Through running it
and cloud applications, we conduct intensive experiments for understanding,
evaluating, and validating the proposed schemes. Experimental data shows
that the proposed framework minimizes cloud time by making the time consumed on both application installation and application execution relatively
short.
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Jump-Start Cloud Deployment Overview

The targeted usage is user-deﬁned large-scale cloud applications where both applications and their execution environment (e.g., OS) are created and/or deﬁned
by client. This may likely be one of major cloud usage models because future
cloud is able to expose clients its infrastructure and let client determine the software environment. When the image is created by client, cloud services may have
1) a better eﬃciency due to a close bundle between application and its execution
environment and 2) a better privacy because the client owns the entire software
stack and data. In this model, to request cloud resources a client submits disk
image to the cloud. The cloud works on this image to deploy and run the userdeﬁned application. The application is on-the-ﬂy, and for each request cloud has
to establish a new execution environment. After the application is completed,
this environment including VMs and data will be removed.
Our goal is to design a comprehensive cloud deployment framework that can
make a non long-lasting user-deﬁned cloud application ﬁnished in shortest time,
i.e., makes its cloud time minimum. We care about the cloud time for resultoriented applications because for client a shorter completion time means a better
QoS and a lower cost (a client will be charged based on a shorter resource
occupation time), and for cloud a shorter cloud time can improve cloud resource
eﬃciency (the released resources from the ﬁnished application can be used by
other clients).
The two major steps after the cloud has loaded user image is application
deployment and application running. To make the application deployment time
(including the VM deployment time) short, our proposed technology for jumpstart cloud is VM cloning. VM memory state ﬁles (or snap shots) are generated
ﬁrst at a physical machine where the application image is loaded. They are then
delivered to the physical machines where VMs are supposed to be located at.
As the size for a state ﬁle is small, the time for distributing it is short. VMs can
then be quickly activated at destined machines. Once application meta data is
sent to these VMs accordingly, application can start to run.
Such a fast application deployment may cause negative impact on application
performance. A VM may visit the image from time to time. This happens, e.g.,
when disk image contains a large amount of data that has to be processed by
the cloud application. Generally, a number of VMs will share and visit the same
image, e.g., through NFS. In case a large number of image visits from a large
number of VMs over the disk access IO, an image visit for a VM may take long
time. If we consider the case that for an application the parallelism has been done
perfectly at VM level so that there is only single thread in each of the VMs, the
increased image access delay for a VM will result in the same increased running
time for the application part running in that VM. Keeping image access delay
low thus is critical.
In our eﬃcient cloud deployment framework we add one more step before application deployment. The application disk image will be distributed to a number
of physical machines within the cloud, if needed, to keep cloud time low for applications with a large number of image visits. Basically, a few image copies
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will serve VMs so that the number of VMs that share the same image becomes
smaller. Consequently, the request rate for visiting a particular image becomes
lower, which leads to a lower average image access delay. Because distributing
image also takes time, whether or not to distribute images depends on applications’ image visiting pattern, including application scale (number of VMs) and
image visiting load per VM. In jump-start cloud images can be distributed before
application is deployed or after application has already started.

3

Fast Cloud Application Deployment

Fast distributed application deployment in virtualized environment include VM
installation and application deployment. In this section we present the detailed
design and our solutions for implementation issues.
3.1

Fast VM Installation and Diﬀerentiation

For distributed cloud applications we deploy VMs through live cloning in a cloud
that supports KVM. The memory state ﬁle of the original VM is distributed to
the hosts (i.e., physical machines) where the VMs are supposed to be located.
At this stage we consider all of VMs share one disk image, e.g., through NFS.
Since the size of memory state ﬁle is small, distributing such a ﬁle within cloud
takes a short time. Once a destined host receives the state ﬁle, the VM can be
resumed at that host immediately. The state ﬁle can be either submitted by a
cloud user or generated by cloud itself, through storing the memory state into a
separate ﬁle. This is supported by mainstream hypervisors such as Xen [4] and
KVM [5].
The cloned VMs are exactly the same as their parent, including networking
conﬁgurations for IP address and MAC address. The next step for VM installation then is how to enable these VMs with individual network conﬁgurations
and other distinguished features if any. Ideally, if a hypervisor at the host of that
VM knows which part of the VM memory state should be changed for such diversiﬁcation, it can modify the internal memory state and consequently diversify
the VM. However, up-to-date there is no such technology due to the extreme
complexity of memory state ﬁle.
In this work we diversify VMs by adding a daemon into each of them. The
daemon will load the information needed, called VM-metadata in this paper,
to distinguish its host VM. The VM-metadata is obtained from cloud manager.
Based on the metadata the daemon triggers a re-conﬁguration for the VM to
have its distinguished features enabled.
A remained design issue is how a daemon obtains the metadata of a VM. Note
that a daemon cannot obtain the metadata from the cloud manager directly
through the DC network, as the VM cannot communicate with any other cloud
components until its diversiﬁcation is completed. Therefore, the metadata can
only be obtained through some other ways based on the virtualized hardware.
In this work we collect VM metadata by generating an ISO image, as what
has been done in VMPlants [23]. The metadata stored in the ISO image will
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be delivered to VM host along with the memory state ﬁle, while the daemon
accesses the information from CDROM. The ISO image is customized through
an interface open to cloud users. When creating a VM image the user adds
additional information to VM-metadata, e.g., through a user script added to the
ISO image. Once the ISO image is invoked after the VM cloning, customized
conﬁgurations including application conﬁgurations will be accomplished.
We implement the fast VM deployment in KVM, thanks to the fact that KVM
hypervisor supports oﬄine migration, during which memory state is stored into
a ﬁle and then loaded in the destination. Two important implementation works
are VM meta-data construction and self-conﬁguration daemon design.
3.2

Cloud Application Deployment

Once VMs are installed, each of them has to act as diﬀerent roles of a distributed
application. If a VM template also carries application memory state ﬁle, the
application can be installed along with VM. However, in some applications such
state ﬁle depends on cloud settings, which cannot be obtained before it starts
to run in cloud. For example, in a process of HDFS in Hadoop, the storage ID
is generated according to the cloud conﬁgurations and once it is set, it can not
be modiﬁed. It is then diﬃcult for a client to provide a storage ID in the VM
template.
We extend the VM-metadata and design a framework that makes dynamic application conﬁguration automatically. Under this framework, client adds a script
to the VM-metadata that implements the client interface, and sends a script
to a centralized conﬁguration management server (CMS) that is designed for
collecting information and delivering customized conﬁgurations. The CMS then
can assign the VM a role through sending meta data, to initiate application
deployment. After the fast installation of VMs the CMS has the system VM
deployment information through collecting reports from these VMs. It then delivers conﬁguration commands based on client’s request, through which the role
of each VM is determined. For example, when deploying a Hadoop cluster in
the cloud, After receiving VM installation completion reports from all VMs, the
CMS dbecides which VM works as Master. It then tells other VMs the Master’s
IP address and their roles, which are Slaves. Slaves then contact the master to
get application started.
The application conﬁguration framework is implemented with Python. When
a request is submitted to the cloud stack, the CMS makes a new waiting list for
VMs regarding to the request. After conﬁguring network, the daemon in a VM
will invoke the script named self conf.py in the VM-metadata. The activated
VM then communicates with the CMS using remote procedure call (RPC). Upon
receiving a PRC, the CMS invokes the user policy to make a decision what
should be returned to the VM. The returned value can be additional meta-data
or a conﬁguration command. Typically there is only one interaction between a
daemon and CMS. A daemon can trigger more RPC calls if more information is
required.
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Image Distribution for Application QoS

When applications depend on frequent, large number of disk image visits, the
delay for a VM to obtain data from disk image may be large. This lowers computation eﬃciency and results in an increased application running time (i.e., a
worse QoS). To reduce the average image access time, disk image can be distributed to a number of physical machines so that each of the images is visited
by fewer VMs. In general, image distribution helps to reduce cloud time only if
the time cost for the image distribution is less than the consequent time savings
on disk image reading.
Since the size of an image is generally very large, it will take a long time to
copy an image from one physical machine to another. In addition, for any part
of a large-scale application, which runs in a VM in our case, it may only visit a
small portion of the image. It is then not necessary to distribute the whole image
to every host. Another reason for not distributing too many images within cloud
is for storage savings, as storage is considered as cloud cost as well.
Ideally, if client or Cloud is aware of which part of image a VM will visit, the
image part that will be visited by a lot of VMs then can be properly distributed.
Unfortunately, identifying roles of each part of an image and separating them is
not an easy work. Therefore, as a ﬁrst step, in this work we consider the case
that client or Cloud does not have the detailed knowledge of the image contents.
However, they may know whether the application will visit the image frequently
or not either through previous experience or Cloud monitoring.
The major image distribution schemes we have implemented in jump-start
cloud deployment framework are pre-deployment, background deployment, and
on-demand deployment.
4.1

Pre-deployment

In the pre-deployment distribution scheme the image will be copied and distributed in cloud before application runs. Given a client request that has deﬁned
the number of VMs required for running the application, the cloud decides the
number of images to be distributed so that for each image, the number of VMs
it will serve is below a threshold value. The number of images to be distributed
depends on image reading load from each of the VMs as well as the network and
disk IO bandwidth availability.
After the number of disk images to be distributed in the Cloud has been determined, a remained issue for pre-deployment is where to store these images (i.e.,
where to locate these image servers) and how to store them. Image server location depends on cloud system deployment and conﬁguration. A general guideline
is to store an image to make it easily accessed by its serving VMs. In our framework, an image is located at the same subnet as its serving VMs. After receiving
an image, the image server stores it in its local disk. Because reading from disk
takes longer time, to enhances image access speed, the image can be stored in
the memory. This, however, is at the cost of occupying a much larger size of
memory.
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For applications that client or cloud is aware which part of the image may be
visited by applications, only that part needs to be distributed. A typical such
application can be one that processes client-provided data, where data is the
major disk part to be visited and distributed. Other disk parts, e.g., application
execution OS, are shared by all the VMs, unless image access bottleneck problem occurs then we can use background deployment method introduced later
to resolve it. Distributing partial image signiﬁcantly reduces image distribution
time.
4.2

Background Deployment

Usually for any submitted cloud application it is not easy for either client or
cloud to predict image reading pattern. Therefore, it is hard to make decision
whether to pre-deploy disk image and how many images should be deployed. In
our framework, for applications without the knowledge of image visiting patterns,
all VMs share a single image at the beginning. Through monitoring the image
access load as well as image reading time, the Cloud manager then decides
whether the image has to be copied and deployed at other physical machines.
During image deployment, application may continue running.
The number of images that should be ﬁnally distributed in the cloud can be
reached gradually by adding images from time to time, until image access time
is below a required value. This value is estimated through observing under what
access latency application performance may not be seriously aﬀected.
An implementation issue regarding to background deployment is about the
so-called VM re-direction. Because at the beginning all the VMs are directed to
a single image, when other images are ready, some of VMs have to be re-directed
to their new assigned image servers. In this work we resolve the issue by changing
the image direction command in KVM, which determines the image access for
VMs.
4.3

On-Demand Deployment

Lots of image parts, e.g., OS bootstrap and drivers, may not or seldom be read by
applications. Therefore, it is not eﬃcient to distribute the entire image. However,
pre-deployment requires a clear knowledge for what part of an image will be
accessed during application runtime, which is diﬃcult. To address this issue, we
propose on-demand image distribution scheme.
In this scheme, at the beginning a number of images are built along with
the original image in cloud. These images are actually empty, and we call them
pseudo images. Like the oringinal image (or real image), a pseudo image also
serves a number of VMs. When a process running in a VM served by a pseudo
image requires some image data, it will visit the pseudo image serving it. If the
data requested is not available at the pseudo image, the pseudo image will ask
the real image for that part. Once the pseudo image receives the data, it delivers
it to the requesting VM. At the mean time, it stores a copy for serving other
VMs that may require the same image part later. On-demand deployment may
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lead to a longer delay for some image readings, yet it can signiﬁcantly reduce
communication load for image distribution.
To further improve the performance of on-demand image deployment, multicast and data pre-fetching can be applied.

5
5.1

Experimental Results
Experimental Data

Hadoop Deployment Time. In Fig. 1 we show when applying our fast application deployment scheme that shares a single image, the deployment time of a
Hadoop with diﬀerent scales, i.e., diﬀerent number of VMs. The overall deployment time is around 10 seconds, which is much shorter than deploying such a
Hadoop in EC2. In addition, the deployment time does not signiﬁcantly increase
when Hadoop scales up, because in such application after loading the VM memory state ﬁle, a VM seldom visits the disk image. Access delay for disk reading
at the image server then is short. The meta data delivered for VM role conﬁguration has a small size too. Therefore, even if the number of VMs increases,
there is a minor increase for application deployment time. In Fig. 2 we show the
detailed time contribution from diﬀerent stages of Hadoop deployment at each
of the VMs, when 56 VMs are assigned. At this scale, the time for memory state
ﬁle distribution (for VM cloning), VM resume, and application conﬁguration are
about 0.5s, 2s, 8s respectively.

Fig. 1. Deployment time for Hadoop at
diﬀerent scales

Fig. 2. Time taken at diﬀerent stages and
diﬀerent VMs

In Table 1 we compare the time needed for deploying MapReduce with diﬀerent scales in jump-start cloud and EC2. Generally, EC2 will take a few minutes
while jump-start cloud takes less than 20 seconds. Considering a MapReduce application such as sorting may take only a few minutes, fast deployment through
jump-start cloud can greatly improve user experience and cloud eﬃciency.
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Table 1. Deployment Time: Jump-Start Cloud vs. EC2
Application Scale (Number of VMs) 20 50 100
Jump-Start cloud launching time 13s 14s 15s
EC2 launching time
238s 291s 304s

Improvement through Image Distribution. In Fig. 3 we shows distributing
disk image does help to reduce average image access delay, and consequently the
overall application running time. Under our testing scenario, when the number
of images changes from 1 to 2, the delay decreases signiﬁcantly. When the number of images increases further, the gain on access delay becomes trivial. This
implies that for reducing access delay, distributing too many images may not be
necessary.

(a) Sequential Access

(b) Random Access

Fig. 3. Average access delay per request under diﬀerent number of images

We show in Fig. 4 how image pre-deployment may help to reduce application
cloud time when VM has a sequential reading pattern. Both unicast and multicast are used for image distribution for comparison. It is observed that image
distribution works for heavy image visiting load. Multicast has a better gain
because it helps to save image distribution time. From our experimental data
we found that image pre-deployment can help to cloud time if when a single
image serves all the VMs, its disk IO is fully occupied. As we mentioned previously, when VMs read disk sequentially, the equivalent disk IO bandwidth in
our setting is about 20M B/s or 160M b/s. For the unicast case, if we use 1Gb/s
for intra-cluster connection, the maximum number of images is approximately 2.
The experimental results proves the mathematical deduction. When the number
of images becomes greater, pre-deployment has a longer cloud time. This can
be explained by referring to Fig. 3. A greater number of images results in very
minor access delay improvement at a much longer image distribution time. The
overall time saving on application execution then cannot compensate the time
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taken on distributing images. For the multicast image distribution case there
is no such issue, through which generally the a greater number of images are
distributed, a shorter cloud time can be achieved. However, when the number
reaches a value, the gain from multicast is minor as well. Since the number of
images to be multicasted determines how much cloud network bandwidth and
system storage are needed, this number should be carefully selected based on
application parameters and cloud conﬁgurations.

(a) λ = 50

(b) λ = 200

Fig. 4. Cloud time for application with sequential access under diﬀerent number of
images

Fig. 5 shows the cloud time for random image access pattern. The overall performance trend is similar to what has been shown for the sequential disk reading
case. For unicast the optimum number of image to be distributed, however, is
greater than 2 because the equivalent disk IO bandwidth now is much smaller.
Our test result shows the IO bandwidth is about 2M B/s, the optimum number
for distributing images is about 8.
Background and On-Demand Deployment. When using background image
distribution we found there was no gain on cloud time reduction. The reason is
that image distribution can help to reduce overall cloud time only when sharing
single image, image disk IO is fully occupied. Therefore, background distribution
under heavy disk visiting load will contend disk IO with applications, making
the overall data getting out from disk image greater than the case when all VMs
share a single image. However, background distribution may help is some particular application cases where QoS can be degraded to keep applications from
being interrupted. For example, for a streaming video application at the beginning a fewer frames per second can be played, while the saved disk bandwidth
can be used for image distribution. Once the background image distribution is
completed, the performance becomes normal.
In Figure 6 we show cloud time improvement when on-demand image distribution is applied. Diﬀerent numbers of images (including one real image) are
deployed. We suppose 50% of the image will be accessed by all of the VMs,
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(b) λ = 20

Fig. 5. Cloud time for application with random access under diﬀerent number of images

while other parts of the image will be accessed by VMs individually. It is observed that on-demand distribution can help to reduce cloud time. We also found
that the deployment with 3 pseudo images has a little worse gain that that from
1 pseudo image case. The reason is that the visiting load to the real image is the
performance bottleneck for on-demand distribution. This visiting load, actually,
is determined by the number of the physical machines it serves. The number of
physical machines the real image serves is greater in the 3 pseudo image case in
our settings (The cloud has 8 physical machines), thus it has worse performance.
It is also observed that deploying one pseudo image in the on-demand scheme
results in a better performance than deploying one more real image through predeployment, because pre-deployment has to distribute the image part that will
not be accessed as well. When the number of image increases, pre-deployment
works better, at the cost of communication and storage.
In Figure. 7 we show how image access pattern impacts the cloud time gain
in on-demand distribution. The access pattern we care about is how much of
the image will be accessed (or shared) by all of the VMs. We consider only 1
pseudo image is deployed. According to the ﬁgure, it is observed that the more
image data to be shared, the more cloud time reduction can be achieved through
on-demand distribution. This is because the major role of the on-demand distribution is to reduce the visiting load at the real image. This load is mainly
determined by the size of the disk data to be shared. Therefore, the on-demand
distribution works better when more image part has to be shared.
Impact of Image Distribution on Real Application. In Fig. 8 a) we show
the impact of image distribution on a MapReduce sorting application. There are
2G data to be sorted, through a MapReduce that runs over 56 VMs. The data
is provided by user and originally stored in a disk image. We modiﬁed Hadoop
so that data can be loaded from local storage. Each Mapper fetches the same
amount data from the disk, and no data is shared. Mappers read data in turn,
following a sequential reading pattern. As in our previous experiment, the tested
results show the equivalent disk IO bandwidth can be up to 20M B/s. Because
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Fig. 6. Cloud time with on-demand Fig. 7. On-demand distribution gain vs.
image distribution
image visiting pattern

(a) cloud time

(b) Map time

Fig. 8. Impact of image distribution on real application

the network has a bandwidth of 1G, according to the analysis in 4.1 image
distribution should be able to help to reduce cloud time. The experimental data
proves it. We show in Fig. 8 b) that the major gain on application running time
comes from Mapper, because that is the process involving most image access for
loading data.

6

Conclusions

We enable jump-start cloud that applies an eﬃcient deployment framework we
designed to reduce cloud time for resource eﬃciency and service quality improvement. VM cloning is used for fast application deployment, and image distribution
is used for post-deployment QoS. We test diﬀerent application image access patterns and cloud system conﬁgurations to study cloud application characteristics
and evaluate the deployment scheme.
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